the Orion Nebula Cluster and NGC 2024) are denser but a similar dispersed population is still present (e.g. Strom, Strom & Merrill 1993; Carpenter 2000) . Summarizing the global clustering characteristics of the local regions of star formation, cluster densities range from unbound aggregates or groupings of tens of stars over a 0.1-0.5 pc radius (<10 2 stars/pc 3 ) to possibly bound clusters containing hundreds to thousands of stars over a 0.5-5 pc radius (10 3 -10 5 stars/pc 3 ). Furthermore, higher mass stars are associated with denser though not necessarily more populous clusters (Hillenbrand 1995; Testi et al. 1997 ). High-mass and low-mass stars do form in the same places and at the same times; drastically different star formation mechanisms, e.g. for the production of massive stars, apparently are not required. Given the wide dynamic range in mass of stars and indeed sub-stellar mass objects in star forming regions, such arenas are natural targets for studies of the IMF.
Investigation of the detailed form of the stellar/sub-stellar IMF in young clusters is motivated by the fact that the distribution of masses is one of the most basic characteristics of a stellar system. For a single region or cluster, a successful theory of star formation should predict the salient features of the IMF such as minimum / maximum masses and the location / width of any peak in the distribution. A related predisposition concerns the universality of the IMF. Molecular cloud fragmentation and star formation processes could lead to an IMF that depends on variables such as time, location, metallicity, local stellar density, cloud density or temperature, the pre-existence of massive stars, or whether star formation is stochastic or triggered (e.g. via external cloud compression). The detailed shape of the IMF is also important for several utilitarian reasons, particularly if the form is a universal one, including deduction of the past star formation rate in the Galaxy (increasing, decreasing, or constant in time), interpretation of integrated light from distant regions in our Galaxy or other galaxies, and constraining the fraction of baryonic mass tied up in low luminosity objects.
In advance of summarizing the large body of work on the IMF in star forming regions and young open clusters it is useful to call attention to pioneers of field star IMF studies, including Salpeter (1955) , Miller & Scalo (1979) , Scalo (1986) , Rana (1987) , Kroupa, Tout & Gilmore (1993) , . The field IMF near the stellar/sub-stellar boundary has been explored by Reid et al. (1999) and Burgasser et al. (2001) . High mass populations largely in clusters are summarized by Massey (1995) . These papers include many analysis steps in transforming observational data to masses. First are the conversions of photometric and spectroscopic data to absolute magnitudes or luminosities and effective temperatures, and then the corrections for incompleteness, star formation histories, stellar evolution, and in some cases effects such as binarity. Useful are recent review articles on the IMF including those by lead authors Kroupa, Meyer, Elmegreen, Scalo, and Larson.
What we know from these field star studies is that the distribution of masses rises as dN/dM ∝ M −α with the exponent α changing from ∼2.3
at the highest masses (nearly identical to the original Salpeter result which probed masses 0.3-16 M ⊙ ) to ∼0.3 near and across the sub-stellar boundary. While the slope does flatten towards lower masses, it should be emphasized that the IMF extends in a continuous manner from the stellar domain well into to the brown dwarf regime. As found both in the field and in star forming regions, there is nothing special about the hydrogen-burning limit in terms of the production rates of gravitationally bound objects from the ISM. The various field star IMF's that have been proposed do have different implications for the average stellar mass and the mass fraction in low-/ intermediate-/ high-mass objects. For example, considering a stellar population which extends from 0.1-120 M ⊙ , a Salpeter (1955) IMF predicts that 96% of the stars and 60% of the mass are found at masses < 1M ⊙ , with a mean stellar mass of 0.35 M ⊙ . The log-normal form of the Miller-Scalo (1979) IMF, on the other hand, predicts that 78% of the stars and 31% of the mass are found at masses < 1M ⊙ with a mean stellar mass of 0.89 M ⊙ , while the multiple power law prediction is that 90% of the stars and 45% of the mass are found at masses < 1M ⊙ , with a mean stellar mass of 0.80 M ⊙ . Extending the lower mass limit of the population through the brown dwarf domain to 0.01 M ⊙ implies for the Kroupa IMF that 37% of objects and 4% of the mass are found in brown dwarfs, and that the mean mass per object (star / brown dwarf) drops to 0.38 M ⊙ . An additional way in which to think of the IMF as a probability distribution is to ask how many stars are expected in a cluster before a star of given mass is present. Again using the Kroupa multiple power-law slope one finds that 16 stars are needed before a 1 M ⊙ star is expected, 245 before the first 8 M ⊙ star is expected, and 8274 before a 120 M ⊙ object is expected. Drastically different numbers result from the various proposed IMF's and the implications are not inconsequential for calculations of quantities such as the number of ionizing photons or the number of proto-supernovae in a cluster.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Studying the IMF in Star Forming Regions and Young Open Clusters
In contrast to the field star studies, investigations of youthful environments have the advantage that all stars formed in the vicinity are still present; none have evolved into stellar remnants and none have escaped the gravitational grasp of the molecular cloud and/or dense stellar cluster. Thus what is measured is not only the present day mass function but the initial mass function as well, with no corrections needed. The IMF can thus be measured over a large dynamic range, ideally from >100 M ⊙ down to <0.08 M ⊙ in a single region. Importantly, young low mass stars and brown dwarfs are several (3-5) orders of magnitude more luminous at 1-10 Myr of age than they are on the main sequence, compressing the mass-luminosity relationship. Further, forming sub-stellar populations are much warmer than those in the solar neighborhood field which have been cooling for many Gyr. At 1 Myr of age any object with spectral type later than M6-M7 (i.e. T < 3000 K ) is a brown dwarf (<0.08 M ⊙ ≈ 80 M Jupiter ) and by mid-L has mass <10 M Jupiter according to most current pre-main sequence contraction models. Another advantage of young cluster populations for IMF studies is that individual regions are co-eval, equi-distant, and have the same metallicity. Finally, presence of molecular gas can screen against contaminating background stars, making membership easier to assume. Results from one region can be compared directly to those from another with perhaps different total mass, stellar density, or metallicity, and also to those from the solar neighborhood field which represents a mix of star formation episodes occurring across kpc of space and Gyr of time in our Galaxy.
However, there are also several disadvantages to working in youthful environments. These include the poorly calibrated evolution of the massluminosity relationship through the pre-main sequence stage, the presence of large and spatially variable extinction in star-forming regions, the possibility of photometric excesses due to processes associated with circumstellar (accretion) disks, the spatial crowding and nebulosity which complicate observations, and finally the lack of truly superb statistics for individual regions.
Methodology for IMF Study of Young Stars
With the above benefits and limitations in mind, various techniques have been developed in attempting to measure the IMF in star-forming regions and young open clusters. These include the use of luminosity functions and a model of the star formation history (e.g. Zinnecker, Rieke, Comeron, Wilking, Strom, Lada, Alves, Muench), employment of color-magnitude diagrams and a photometric de-reddening technique as well as a model of the star formation history (e.g. Meyer, Carpenter, McCaughrean, Figer), and finally the construction of Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams which require both spectroscopy and photometry (e.g. Herbig, Strom, Hillenbrand, Brown, Luhman, Preibisch, Rebull). All of these methods must assume a set of theoretical mass-luminosity relationships and translate them into the needed format for comparison to the data.
The spectroscopic techniques are the most robust, but consequently require the most observational and analytical effort. Feasibility with large telescopes (8-10 m) extends well into the sub-stellar regime for the more proximate (<500 pc) regions of recent star formation, but the technique is applicable only to the upper end of the IMF in more distant (>1-2 kpc) regions. Spectroscopy is usually performed in the V, I, J, or K bands (0.5-2 µm) and enables the photospheric temperature to be estimated through adoption of a spectral-type to effective temperature relationship. Spectral types are derived from ratios of specific atomic lines or molecular bands with the most diagnostic features generally found in the spectral regime closest to the peak wavelength of the stellar blackbody. The calibrations to effective temperature are established through fundamental techniques such as the infrared flux method, measured diameters, or for intrinsically less luminous objects via theoretical modelling of stellar atmospheres. Once a spectral type is determined an intrinsic color scale is used to compare observed to expected (given the spectral type) colors and thereby derive the color excess. This can be converted using an adopted extinction law into equivalent V-band extinction. De-reddened photometry is then combined with a bolometric correction scale to produce bolometric luminosities. Finally, the derived effective temperature and bolometric luminosity are compared to those predicted from pre-main sequence evolutionary models to infer stellar masses and ages.
It should not go without mention that the pre-main sequence evolutionary models (e. Variations between these predictions can be as much as factors of 2 in mass and factors of 3 in age. In most cases such models combined with quantities derived from observational data such as HertzsprungRussell diagrams, color-magnitude diagrams, or luminosity functions are the only means available for inferring stellar masses. However, fundamentally determined masses are those calculated from observations of dynamical systems such as eclipsing double-line spectroscopic binaries or, to lower precision, systems surrounded by circumstellar disks whose keplerian rotation can be measured. Comparisons between the (limited) available dynamical masses and pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks demonstrate that most existing sets of tracks systematically under-predict low-mass pre-main sequence masses by up to 20-30% (Hillenbrand & White 2004 ). . Depending on the behavior of the mass-luminosity-temperature relationships -which are still highly uncertain at such low masses -there may even be a flattening or potential rise towards the lowest mass brown dwarfs.
IMF Results in Youthful Regions
Generalizing now to the local set of star forming regions and young open clusters, it is often the case that incompleteness and overall poor statistics preclude robust measurement of the stellar/sub-stellar IMF. Assembly of existing literature demonstrates that close to 5000 stars in 24 regions can be located on the HR diagram and compared to theoretical evolutionary tracks. However, only a few regions are reasonably complete into the brown dwarf regime, namely the Orion Nebula Cluster, IC 348, and the Pleiades. These regions compare well to a log-normal type (Miller-Scalo 1979 ) mass function with acceptable statistical and systematic (due to methodology) variation.
To provide a meaningful assessment of the IMF, observers need to measure its shape in detail, including the dynamic range, peak, and width of the peak. Attempts at functional fits are welcome. At present, however, most authors simply force single power laws through their data and quote the resulting best-fit slope, sometimes even with an errorbar. Taken en ensemble, however, these forced power laws present a very different picture of the IMF. Figure 1 is a plot inspired by similar graphs presented by Scalo (1998) and of the slope of the initial mass function Γ where
shown as a function of < M > /M ⊙ where < M > is the average mass over which a common slope is claimed to apply. The data are drawn from an extensive list of IMF primary references appearing over the last decade. Many different techniques are assimilated, including spectroscopic investigations, color-magnitude diagrams, and luminosity functions. Similar plots of Γ as a function of minimum mass or maximum mass, rather than the average mass, are also instructive. What is clear from these Figures is that at the high mass end (M>2-3 M ⊙ ) reported IMF slopes are constant as a function of mass and distributed around the original Salpeter value of Γ = −1.35. At lower masses (M<1-2 M ⊙ ), however, the reported slopes deviate from Salpeter in a manner such that the IMF slope continually becomes shallower / flatter towards lower masses.
There scatter in Figure 1 amounts to ∼1 dex for any mean mass. Although it may be tempting to interpret this scatter as real variation in the IMF, there are several affects which may in part explain it. As stated above there are differences in methodology between authors, and while spectroscopic investigations are indeed the most robust, they are not practical for all regions; of note is that there are no systematic differences in Figure 1 between the spectroscopic investigations and those that are purely photometric (colormagnitude diagrams or luminosity functions). Another possible effect is that of systematics present in the different effective temperature or bolometric correction scales adopted by different authors, but again, offsets between authors or groups are not evident in the results as presented in the format of Figure 1 . The adopted set of pre-main sequence theory is yet another way to introduce systematic differences. Finally, the statistical robustness of the results should be considered in lieu of generally small sample sizes, particu- larly at the high mass end where by the very nature of the IMF the poisson statistics are the poorest. has investigated this last point by simulating a version of Figure 1 using model populations differing in total numbers of stars (10 2 -10 6 ) sampled many times. The observed scatter about the Salpeter slope can in fact be reproduced through sampling error alone. also investigates the scatter introduced by dynamical evolution of clusters on time scales of a few Myr to tens of Myr, and concludes that some of the scatter may be attributed to the redistribution of mass within or exterior to the gravitational bounds of a cluster.
In summary, the general trends emerging from the literature are for a universal IMF with a single Salpeter-like slope above masses of 1-3 M ⊙ and a constantly flattening slope towards lower masses, extending smoothly and continuously from low mass stars into the sub-stellar regime. At present, there is little evidence for substantial variations in the IMF from region to region, or over time. The scatter present in Figures of IMF slope vs mass are explainable by a combination of methodology differences, theory differences, and sampling statistics. Yes, there are outliers in such plots, and the regions in question should be investigated further to determine the accuracy of the reported results. But the dominant trends remain.
Future Goals of IMF Studies
Having crossed the sub-stellar boundary over the past few years, the next major threshold for low mass IMF studies to reach is the theoretical limit for fragmentation out of a molecular cloud, derived by calculating the ability of a Jeans' mass / radius object contracting on the free-fall time to radiate its own gravitational energy. Thus far no low-mass cut-off in the IMF has been observed. Observationally, the Next Generation Space Telescope (now JWST) should be sensitive at the distance and age of the Orion Nebula Cluster, for example, to objects as low in mass as 1 M Jupiter . Given an appropriate means of sorting between field star contaminants and cluster members at such faint magnitudes, the goal of determining the lowest free-forming mass object should be reached in this dense and populous star forming region.
Another major question concerns the universality of the IMF. Is the mass spectrum the same everywhere, that is, invariant with respect to time, location, size or density of the star-forming environment, metallicity, other initial conditions such as temperature or pressure? Can we relate the IMF to some physical aspect of the star formation process? Thus far no systematic variations have been detected, for example between high-mass star forming environments of varying metallicity (e.g. Massey et al. 1995ab) or between low-mass star forming environments of different stellar density (e.g. Luhman 2000), or even in "extreme" environments such as R 136 (Massey & Hunter 1998) 
Summary
• The IMF is not a single power law but rather continually changes its slope below masses of 2-3 M ⊙ .
• There is nothing special about the hydrogen burning limit in terms of the frequency distribution of masses above or below this boundary.
• Thus far no low-mass cut off has been observed in the IMF, with limits reaching perhaps as low as 20-30 M Jupiter in some star formation regions. The next fundamental boundary is that of opacity-limited fragmentation.
• The lack of strong evidence for IMF variations suggest that its functional form may be universal and therefore independent of any of the physical variables suspected to play a role in the star formation process.
